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WINE MEETS TECHNOLOGY

wine aerators
& accessories.
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VINTURI

WINE MEETS TECHNOLOGY
Enjoy your wine from the very first sip!
How it works: Vinturi® was the first venturi-driven, handheld wine aerator. Vinturi’s® patented technology
is designed to infuse the perfect amount of oxygen to interact with wine as it is poured through the chamber.
We tested different contact times and geometries to arrive at mixing the proper amount of air for the right
amount of time. As the wine increases velocity, oxygen is drawn in through air intake channels.
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V9074

FOIL CUTTER
Fully equipped with six internal cutting
blades for quick foil removal.

V9041

FOIL CUTTER
With the Vinturi Foil Cutter, you can
quickly remove the foil from any bottle
of wine. The specially-designed cutter
is equipped with two internal cutting
blades and spring-loaded technology
for ease of use with an elegant design.

V9034

CHAMPAGNE
OPENER
The Champagne Opener is a luxurious
addition to any connoisseur’s collection.
Intricately designed to slowly catch the
cork as you twist, it delivers a seamless
and elegant pouring experience.
- Chrome-plated, die cast construction

Item #
V9074

Foil Cutter

UPC
0-72244-06125-3

V9041

Foil Cutter

V9034

Champagne Opener

877-VINTURI

Description

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
TBD
TBD

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
6.1 x 22.6 x 16.1

Qty.
6

8-54397-00317-1

2.65x1.25x3.40

12

4.10 x 8.60 x 6.20

0.13/1.00

8-54397-00324-9

3.55 x 2.25 x 8.75

4

7.80 x 9.60 x 5.50

0.238/5.0

VINTURI.COM
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VINTURI

V9089

7 PC ESSENTIAL
WINE TOOL SET
- Includes replacement screw, foil
cutter, dripless pourer, preserver &
2 stoppers

THE
PERFECT

GIFT

V9066

TRADITIONAL LEVER
WINE OPENER SET
Easily removes natural and synthetic corks.
Attach wine opener to the bottle, push down
on handle and then cork is removed.
- Durable metal alloy lever
- Includes foil cutter & replacement screw

THE
PERFECT

GIFT

V9030

TRADITIONAL LEVER
WINE OPENER
This offers an exquisite and classical presentation, certain
to impress your most discerning guests and enhance
the serving of your exceptional wine selection. By simply
pressing down on the handle, the cork is removed and
another two, seamless motions allow the cork to be freed
from the corkscrew.
- Chrome-plated, die cast construction
- Includes replacement screw & foil cutter

Item #
V9089

Description
7-Piece Essential Wine Tool Set

UPC
8-54397-00376-8

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
12.5 x 9 x 2.5

Qty.
4

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
TBD
TBD

V9066

Traditional Lever Wine Opener Set

8-54397-00353-9

9 x 7 x 2.25

12

TBD

TBD

V9030

Traditional Lever Wine Opener

8-54397-00318-8

8.10 x 2.50 x 8.00

4

TBD

TBD

877-VINTURI

VINTURI.COM

VINTURI
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V9031

VERTICAL LEVER
WINE OPENER
Opening your favorite Bordeaux or treasured vintages
has never been more effortless. The intricate technology
of the Vertical Lever Corkscrew allows for a quick and
sleek release of natural and synthetic corks.
- Chrome-plated, die cast construction
- Built-in foil cutter.
- Includes wine corkscrew and replacement screw

V9036

VERTICAL LEVER
WINE OPENER
Whether you choose a bottle of fine Cabernet or your
favorite Sauvignon Blanc, cork removal has never been
easier. With a built-in foil cutter and non-stick cork spiral,
for optimal function, the intricate technology and compact
size of the Vertical Lever Wine Corkscrew provide a luxury
wine-opening experience.
-Includes wine corkscrew and replacement screw.

V9032

WINGED WINE OPENER
The Winged Wine Opener is elegant enough for formal
entertaining, yet durable enough for everyday use. With
a simple turning motion, the arms are raised to easily
release the cork. Designed for versatility, the handle also
serves as a built-in bottle opener.
- Chrome-plated, die cast construction
- Interior ribs aid in easy cork removal

Item #
V9031

Description
Vertical Lever Wine Opener

UPC
8-54397-00319-5

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
6.30 x 2.70 x 8.80

Qty.
2

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
6.70 x 9.20 x 6.30
0.224/5.0

V9036

Vertical Lever Wine Opener Set

8-54397-00312-6

5.50 x 2.20 x 7.80

2

6.30 x 8.60 x 5.00

0.160/3.80

V9032

Winged Wine Opener

8-54397-00320-1

4.60 x 2.50 x 8.80

6

9.30 x 14.00 x 5.70

0.429/9.0

877-VINTURI

VINTURI.COM
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VINTURI

V9067

BAR SET
Open & store wine bottles with ease.
Waiter’s corkscrew features serrated foil cutter
and beer bottle opener. Stopper fits a variety of
wine & liquor bottle openings.
- Made of high-grade stainless steel

THE
PERFECT

GIFT

V9065

WAITER’S CORKSCREW
Perfect tool to have on hand; multifunctional, compact,
& portable.
- Soft grip handle for slip-free hold
- Durable stainless steel & ABS plastic.
- Built-in foil cutter, bottle opener, & corkscrew

V9033

WAITER’S CORKSCREW
Seasoned waiters have long relied on the compact
Waiter’s Corkscrew to offer the timeless and classic
presentation of the world’s finest wines. Its double-step
design improves leverage for smooth cork removal and
conveniently houses a built-in foil cutter.
- Chrome-plated, die cast & SS construction
- Built-in foil cutter & bottle opener

Bar Set

V9065

Soft-Grip Waiter's Corkscrew

8-54397-00352-2

6x3x1

6

TBD

TBD

V9033

Waiter's Corkscrew

8-54397-00326-3

2.95 x 1.00 x 5.90

6

6.70 x 6.80 x 4.10

0.108/3.0

877-VINTURI

Description

UPC
8-54397-00354-6

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
4.25 x 6 x 1.25

Qty.
4

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
TBD
TBD

Item #
V9067

VINTURI.COM
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V9072

BATTERY OPERATED
OPENER
Remove and discharge natural and synthetic
corks in a matter of seconds with a simple press
of a button. Fully charged batteries pack the power
to open up to 70 bottles. Batteries not included.

V9046

VINTURI RECHARGEABLE
WINE OPENER WITH BASE
Remove natural and synthetic corks in a matter of
seconds with a simple press of a button. Easily removes
and discharge up to 120 natural or synthetic corks with a
single charge.
-Includes charging base and foil cutter.

V9045

VINTURI BATTERY
POWERED WINE OPENER
Remove and discharge natural and synthetic
corks in a matter of seconds with a simple press
of a button. Fully charged batteries pack the power
to open up to 150 bottles.
-Includes 4AA batteries.

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
12.40 x 12.20 x 7.10
0.62/11.00

Item #
V9072

Description
Battery Operated Wine Opener

UPC
8-54397-00359-1

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
4.25 x 4 x 10

Qty.
4

V9046

Rechargeable Wine Opener

8-54397-00344-7

5.63 x 4.65 x 14.02

4

14.50 x 11.80 x 9.90

0.98/15.40

V9045

Battery Operated Wine Opener

8-54397-00343-0

5.63 x 4.65 x 14.02

4

12.40 x 12.20 x 7.10

0.62/11.00

877-VINTURI

VINTURI.COM
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V1010

RED WINE AERATOR
Vinturi’s patented design draws in and mixes the proper
amount of air for the right amount of time; allowing your
wine to breathe instantly. When wine is poured in the
Vinturi, its internal design creates an increase in the wine’s
velocity and a decrease in its pressure. This pressure
difference draws in air, which is mixed with wine, for
perfect aeration. The Vinturi Red Wine Aerator delivers a
better bouquet, enhanced flavors and a smoother finish.

3-Piece Set

Item #
V1010

877-VINTURI

Description
Red Wine Aerator

UPC
8-54397-00200-6

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
3.15 x 3.40 x 8.9

Qty.
6

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
7.50 x 9.50 x 9.70
0.40/7.30

VINTURI.COM
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VINTURI
V1071

RED WINE AERATOR
TOWER SET

THE
PERFECT

GIFT

The Red Wine Aerator Tower Set makes it easier than ever to
savor the peak flavors and aromas of properly aerated red wine.
An elegant, curved tower holds the Vinturi Red Wine Aerator at
the ideal height to pour red wine through it and into the glass,
creating a dramatic presentation with practical appeal. This
6-piece set includes the Red Wine Aerator, Tower Arm, Tower
Base, No-Splash Grate, No-Drip Stand and Filter Screen that
traps bits of cork and sediment.

Simply Place Your
Glass and Pour

V9044

RED WINE AERATOR
& CARAFE SET

THE
PERFECT

GIFT

Making wine aeration faster, easier and smoother, this
innovative, large-capacity aerator is designed to aerate an
entire 750ml bottle of red wine. The wine can be poured
directly into the newly-designed Vinturi glass carafe in under
30 seconds! The carafe also includes an adaptor that holds
the Red Aerator.

Item #
V1071

Description
Red Wine Aerator Tower Set

UPC
8-54397-00201-3

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
9.84 x 13.78 x 3.74

Qty.
4

V9044

Red Wine Aerator & Carafe Set

8-54397-00323-2

9.6 x 6.5 x 10.5

4

877-VINTURI

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
14.60 x 15.60 x 11.20
1.48/15.35
TBD

TBD

VINTURI.COM

VINTURI
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V1020

WHITE WINE AERATOR
Before the Vinturi White Wine Aerator, one could not aerate
white wines without letting them sit and warm to room
temperature. The Vinturi White Wine Aerator provides
a means of opening white wine’s full aroma profile and
tasting notes, while maintaining the perfect temperature
for serving and consumption. White wine displays the same
improvements with aeration as red wines.

Simply Hold Over
Glass and Pour
Wine Through
*wine not included

V5000

WINE LOVER’S SET
This set includes a red wine aerator and
a white wine aerator.

THE
PERFECT

GIFT

Item #
V1020

Description
White Wine Aerator

UPC
8-54397-00202-0

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
3.15 x 3.40 x 8.9

Qty.
6

V5000

Wine Lover's Set

8-54397-00208-2

6.70 x 3.20 x 9.00

6

877-VINTURI

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
7.50 x 9.50 x 9.70
0.40/7.30
10.10 x 14.00 x 9.60

0.78/14.70

VINTURI.COM
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WINE AERATORS

VINTURI
V8010

RESERVE RED WINE AERATOR
Speed up the aeration process with the Vinturi Reserve
Red Wine aerator; a premium version of the classic,
award-winning aerator that’s elegant enough for the most
formal dinners and parties. Molded of clear acrylic, the
aerator opens and develops red wines in the time it takes
to pour a glass; giving them the same enhanced bouquet,
fuller flavor and smoother finish you’d achieve from
extended decanting. Cleaning kit included: brushes and
polishing cloth.

Simply Hold Over Glass
and Pour Wine Through

V8060

RESERVE RED WINE AERATOR
& CARAFE SET

THE
PERFECT

GIFT

Through the fusion of superior technology and timeless design,
the Vinturi Reserve collection secures wine’s new place as
the focal point of any occasion. Making wine aeration faster,
easier and smoother, this innovative, large-capacity aerator is
designed to aerate an entire 750ml bottle of red wine. The wine
can be poured directly into the newly-designed Vinturi glass
carafe in under 30 seconds. The German-made carafe also
includes an adaptor that holds the Reserve Aerator.
Cleaning kit included: brushes and polishing cloth.

*wine not
included

Item #
V8010

Description
Reserve Red Wine Aerator

UPC
8-54397-00213-6

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
3.15 x 3.35 x 8.98

Qty.
6

V8060

Reserve Red Wine Aerator & Carafe Set

8-54397-00214-3

9.40 x 4.40 x 10.10

4

877-VINTURI

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
6.60 x 19.00 x 9.70
0.70/9.50
9.50 x 19.30 x 10.80

1.15/9.75

VINTURI.COM

VINTURI
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V9060

ON- BOTTLE AERATOR
Features the proprietary, patented Vinturi technology in a
new, convenient design. Silicone base firmly attaches to a
variety of bottle openings for hands-free aeration.

Pour and Enjoy!

V9077

WINE AERATOR
& CHILLING ROD
It’s an aerator, dripless pourer, and chiller, all-in-one!
A convenient way to enjoy the perfect glass of wine.
- Stainless steel chilling rod c hills wine for up to 2 hours
- Silicone gasket fits all wine bottle sizes

Item #
V9060
V9077

877-VINTURI

Description
On-Bottle Aerator

UPC
8-54397-00346-1

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
2.28 x 2.24 x 6.30

Qty.
6

Wine Aerator & Chilling Rod

8-54397-00364-5

3.5 x 1.5 x 8

6

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
6 x 6 x 3.75
0.64/4.5
TBD

TBD

VINTURI.COM
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VINTURI

V9068

WINE POURER
Fits a variety of wine and liquor bottle openings.
Dripless pour spout.
-Stainless steel & silicone construction.

V9063

WINE POURER
Fits a variety of wine and liquor bottle openings.
Dripless pour spout.
-Stainless steel & silicone construction.

V9039

DRIPLESS POURER
Serve wine perfectly every time. The Vinturi Dripless
Pourer features a double-lipped spout, which pours
accurately and cleanly, preventing drops of wine on
your table and linens. The spill-free construction
includes a special base that firmly attaches to a
variety of bottle openings and the interior design
assists with pouring.

Wine Pourer

UPC
8-54397-00355-3

V9063

Wine Pourer

8-54397-00349-2

4.5 x 2.25 x 1.25

6

TBD

TBD

V9039

Dripless Pourer

8-54397-00315-7

2.60 x 1.80 x 8.70

6

3.20 x 14.30 x 6.20

0.16/1.00

877-VINTURI

Description

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
4.5 x 2.25 x 1.25

Qty.
6

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
TBD
TBD

Item #
V9068

VINTURI.COM

VINTURI
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V9076

WINE POURER
& STOPPER
Elegantlypour & store your wine.
- Fits a variety of wine and liquor bottle openings
- Dripless pour spout
- Air tight seal
- Stainless steel and silicone construction

V9070

2-IN-1 WINE POURER
& STOPPER
Pourer converts to a stopper.A twist to the left
preserve freshness for up to a week.
- Base fits a variety of bottle openings
- Interior air tube assists with pouring
- ABS, food-grade PC and silicone construction

Item #

Description

UPC

Product Size (inches) W,D,H

Qty.

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)

V9076

Wine Pourer & Stopper

8-54397-00363-8

1.25 x 1 x 3.25

6

TBD

TBD

V9070

2-in1 Wine Pourer & Stopper

8-54397-00357-7

2 x 2 x 3.6

4

TBD

TBD

877-VINTURI

VINTURI.COM
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V9064

24-PIECE WINE
CHARM SET
Unique colored marker assortment
for easy drink identification.
- 2 sets of 12 assorted color charms
- Attaches to wine glass stems
- Silicone

V9075

WINE BOTTLE
THERMOMETER
Find the perfect serving temperature.
-Serving temperatures by wine type printed
on the thermometer
- Illuminated display shows the current
temperature (°C) of your wine
- Flexible stainless steel thermometer fits a
variety of wine bottles

Item #

Description

UPC

Product Size (inches) W,D,H

Qty.

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)

V9064

24-Piece Wine Charm Set

8-54397-00350-8

5.25 x 2.5 x 1.25

6

TBD

TBD

V9075

Wine Bottle Thermometer

8-5439700362-1

2.5 x 1.65 x 2.5

4

TBD

TBD

877-VINTURI

VINTURI.COM
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VINTURI
V9069

NO-DRIP BOTTLE
COLLAR
Stops wine dripping down the bottle,
no more staining.
- Felt-lined interior absorbs drips
- Magnetic ring fits a variety of wine bottles
- Attractive, chrome-plated zinc alloy

V9073

WINE COOLER
The Double-Walled Iceless Wine Cooler keeps
pre-chilled wines or champagne at a perfect
serving temperature for hours. No need to use ice.
Stylish design, perfect for a romantic dinner or
relaxing on the patio.
- Sleek design fits a standard-size wine
or champagne bottle
- No ice or pre-chilling required
- Double-walled stainless steel
prevents condensation

V3000

FILTER SCREENS
Made for use with the Vinturi Wine
Aerator, the screens filter wine and
eliminate the sediment in wine.
Available as a 5 pack of filters.

Item #
V9069

Description
No-Drip Bottle Collar

UPC
8-54397-00356-0

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
5x4x1

Qty.
6

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
TBD
TBD

V9073

Wine Cooler Bucket

8-54397-00360-7

6x6x6

2

TBD

TBD

V3000

Filter Screens

8-54397-00205-1

2.65 x 1.25 x 3.40

24

5.90 x 7.30 x 8.10

0.20/2.20

877-VINTURI

VINTURI.COM

VINTURI
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preserve.

877-VINTURI

VINTURI.COM
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VINTURI

V9079

WINE PRESERVER
zzysh® by Vinturi® Wine Preserver is the ideal
gift for a wine aficionado or even yourself! It
keeps an opened bottle fresh for weeks.

THE
PERFECT

GIFT

- The 100% food-grade argon gas replaces the
air in an opened bottle and perfectly protects
wine from oxidation. Each cartridge is good
for up to eight bottles.
- Multifunctional Application – Preserves
nearly all kinds of still wines through an
innovative sealing technology.
- A smart, compact and portable Swiss design
using high-quality materials that make it
extremely easy to use.

Item #
V9079

877-VINTURI

Description
Wine Preserver

UPC
8-54397-00366-9

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
3.55 x 3.55 x 10

Qty.
6

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
TBD
TBD

VINTURI.COM
zzysh.me

VINTURI
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V9080

WINE CARTRIDGES
- The zzysh® by Vinturi® Wine Cartridges
work effectively only in combination with the
zzysh® by Vinturi® Wine Preserver to keep your
wine’s natural flavor and quality for weeks.
- zzysh® by Vinturi® Wine Cartridges are
filled with 100% food-grade argon gas.
They replace the air in an opened bottle and
perfectly protects the wine from oxidation.
- Each cartridge is good for up to eight bottles
of wine. Cartridges are sold in packs of 5.

WINE STOPPERS
- The innovative zzysh® by Vinturi® Wine
Stopper is an additional accessory to the zzysh® by Vinturi® Wine Preserver.
- The silicone gasket prevents leakage with zzysh® by Vinturi®’s air-tight seal.
- A smart, compact and portable Swiss design using high-quality materials that make it extremely easy to use.

V9081
WHITE

Item #
V9080
V9081
V9082
V9083

877-VINTURI

Description

V9082
BLACK

V9083
PINK

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
TBD
TBD

Wine Cartridges

UPC
8-54397-00367-6

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
3.75 x 3.5 x .75

Qty.
6

Wine Stopper - White
Wine Stopper - Black

8-54397-00368-3
8-54397-00369-0

3.55 x 3.55 x 2.5
3.55 x 3.55 x 2.5

6
6

TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD

Wine Stopper - Pink

8-54397-00370-6

3.55 x 3.55 x 2.5

6

TBD

TBD

VINTURI.COM
zzysh.me
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VINTURI

V9084

CHAMPAGNE PRESERVER

THE
PERFECT

GIFT

zzysh® by Vinturi® Champagne Preserver is
the ideal gift for a Champagne aficionado or
even yourself!
- The 100% food-grade argon gas replaces the
air in an opened bottle and perfectly protects
wine from oxidation. Each cartridge is good
for up to four bottles.
- Unlike a spoon or classic stoppers, the
zzysh® by Vinturi® Champagne Preserver is
extremely effective against the loss of fizz and
can be used for all kinds of sparkling wine.
- A smart, compact and portable Swiss design
using high-quality materials that make it
extremely easy to use.
- The zzysh® by Vinturi® Champagne
Preservation System allows Champagne
lovers and enthusiasts to savor a sip, a glass,
or more of their favorite sparkling wines
without committing to the entire bottle

Item #
V9084

877-VINTURI

Description
Champagne Preserver

UPC
8-54397-00371-3

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
3.55 x 3.55 x 10

Qty.
6

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
TBD
TBD

VINTURI.COM
zzysh.me

VINTURI
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V9085

CHAMPAGNE CARTRIDGES
- The zzysh® by Vinturi® Champagne Cartridges
only work in combination with the zzysh® by Vinturi®
Champagne Preserver.
- zzysh® by Vinturi® Champagne Cartridges are
filled with 100% food-grade argon gas and carbon
dioxide. They replace the air in an opened bottle and
perfectly protects the champagne from oxidation.
- Each cartridge is good for up to four bottles of
champagne or sparkling wine. Cartridges are sold
in packs of 5.

CHAMPAGNE STOPPERS
- The innovative zzysh® by Vinturi® Wine
Stopper is an additional accessory to the zzysh® by Vinturi® Wine Preserver.
- The silicone gasket prevents leakage with zzysh® by Vinturi®’s air-tight seal.
- A smart, compact and portable Swiss design using high-quality materials that make it extremely easy to use.

V9086
WHITE

V9087
BLACK

V9088
PINK

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
TBD
TBD

Item #
V9085

Description
Champagne Cartridges

UPC
8-54397-00367-6

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
3.75 x 3.5 x .75

Qty.
6

V9086
V9087

Champagne Stopper - White
Champagne Stopper - Black

8-54397-00373-7
8-54397-00374-4

3.55 x 3.55 x 2.5
3.55 x 3.55 x 2.5

6
6

TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD

V9088

Champagne Stopper - Pink

8-54397-00375-1

3.55 x 3.55 x 2.5

6

TBD

TBD

877-VINTURI

zzysh.me
VINTURI.COM
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VINTURI

V9071

WINE PRESERVER
Enjoy the full flavor and aroma of wines for up
to two weeks with the Vinturi® Wine Preserver.
- Easy-grip ergonomic handle for easy pumping
- Removes oxygen from the bottle to preserve
flavor and aroma
- Seal and date with reusable bottle stoppers
- Relieve vacuum pressure to re-open bottles
of wine. Simply press the valve on top of the stopper

V9061

WINE PRESERVER
STOPPER
Extracts oxygen from the bottle, preserving the
wine’s flavor for longer, ensuring that the last
glass is as good as the first.
-Creates an air tight seal by pumping oxygen
out. Keeps wine fresh for up to two weeks.
-Durable ABS plastic & silicone construction.

Item #
V9071

Description
Wine Preserver Pump

UPC
8-54397-00358-4

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
6.5 x 4.25 x 2

Qty.
4

V9061

Wine Preserver Stopper

8-54397-00347-8

4.5 x 2.25 x 1.25

6

877-VINTURI

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD

VINTURI.COM

VINTURI
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V9062

WINE STOPPER
Fits a variety of wine and liquor bottle
openings.
- Keeps wine fresh for up to a week
- Stainless steel and silicone construction

V9040

WINE STOPPER
Perfect for keeping recently opened
wine fresh. The stopper features a
silicone gasket that expands when you
push down on the lever, creating an
airtight seal.

Item #
V9062
V9040

877-VINTURI

Description
Wine Stopper

UPC
8-54397-00348-5

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
4.5 x 2.25 x 1.25

Qty.
6

Wine Stopper

8-54397-00316-4

2.65 x 1.50 x 6.15

6

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
TBD
TBD
5.50 x 6.70 x 6.50

0.14/1.60

VINTURI.COM
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V9078

CHAMPAGNE
STOPPER
Champagne stopper preservesthe freshness of
your bubbly for several days!
- Fits a variety of champagneand sparkling wine
bottle openings
- Strong and secure locking for an airtight seal
- Stainless steel construction

V9035

CHAMPAGNE
STOPPER
The refined and sophisticated, springloaded design of the Champagne Stopper
beautifully seals your cherished champagne
bottles, maintaining the pressure equivalent
of the original cork – ensuring that your
bubbly lasts and lasts.
- Chrome-plated, die cast & SS construction
with silicone stopper

Item #
V9078

Description
Champagne Stopper

UPC
8-54397-00365-2

Product Size (inches) W,D,H
2 x 2 x 4.3

Qty.
6

V9035

Champagne Stopper

8-54397-00325-6

3.15 x 1.75 x 3.90

12

877-VINTURI

Master Pack
Size (inches) W,D,H
Cube/Weight (lbs.)
TBD
TBD
7.00 x 8.70 x 6.40

0.225/3.60

VINTURI.COM
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The Vinturi Story
Uncork, pour and enjoy. Decant your wine in seconds instead of hours with the Vinturi wine aerator.
Decanting is centuries old. The idea is to pour off the top layer of liquid leaving behind any sediment or residue.
The Romans let the decanted wine sit for hours, believing it brought out a wine’s aromas and mellowed harsh
tanins. In 2006, the inventor, an electrical engineer, turned those hours into seconds- he invented the revolutionary
Vinturi wine aerator.
The first time he tasted a properly decanted bottle of wine, our inventor couldn’t believe how much better it tasted.
From that moment, he set out to speed up the decanting process. 8 months later, the Vinturi wine aerator was born.
The Vinturi aerator is constructed of the only resin that is alcohol safe, food grade, clear and injection moldable, and
unlike conventionally designed products, the Vinturi is not constructed of two pieces, but rather, is a uni-body mold,
similar to a solid piece of blown glass. During the manufacturing process, the team discovered that if any
measurement of a Vinturi aerator is off by more than five one-thousandths of an inch, the product won’t work.
For that reason, every Vinturi that is made is individually tested to make sure it aerates properly.
The Vinturi wine aerator lets you uncork and enjoy instantly. The trick is the scientific principle the Vinturi is named
after. The Venturi effect is when a liquid speeds up as it flows from a wide area to a narrow area. In the Vinturi wine
aerator as the wine speeds up in the narrow section, it draws in air like a vacuum from tiny holes. As the wine
passes through the plug between the wide section and narrow section, it makes a distinct sound- the sound is
actually the vortex of the wine and air mixing- you actually hear the air being pulled in through the side air holes.
This sound is unique to only Vinturi wine aerators, and lets you know that you have a genuine Vinturi aerator.
The Vinturi wine aerator enhances flavors, aromas and gives wine a velvety smooth finish. For the discerning nose
or everyday wine drinker, the Vinturi difference is clear. Using cutting-edge plastic techniques and an age-old
scientific principle, the Vinturi makes wine taste delicious and decanting fast and easy.

All of the taste,
none of the wait
Patented technology you can hear working.

Pour wine in

Air is
drawn in
Air & wine
blend for
better taste

· Better Bouquet
· Enhanced Flavors
· Smoother Finish

877-VINTURI

VINTURI.COM
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VINTURI

Enjoy Your Wine
From The Very
First Sip.
A Unique Experience
For Those That Appreciate
And Enjoy Wine.

Orders & Inquiries:
cselectricsgroup@thelegacycompanies.com
vinturi.com
zzysh.me

DISCOVER OUR BRANDS

www.thelegacycompanies.com

877-VINTURI
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